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Abstract: The COVID-19 pandemic broke out in early 2020, and the infection rate of COVID-19
variants is considerably higher than that of the original virus. The pandemic is still spreading globally.
In June 2021, two families living on different floors of a building in Fongshan, Kaohsiung, were
simultaneously infected with COVID-19. Investigation results suggested that an elevator in buildings
was the most likely place where the virus transmission occurred. Building elevators are a necessary
vertical transportation facility for residents or workers in high-rise buildings, and people touch
elevator buttons while operating elevators. When a passenger carrying the virus touches elevator
buttons, subsequent passengers may be easily infected if they touch those buttons and then touch
their mouth, eyes, or nose by accident before sanitizing or washing their hands. In this study, we
developed a contact-free elevator ride system by applying smart speech recognition, contact-free
perceptual buttons, gesture recognition sensors, and a web page browser activated by quick response
codes to operate an elevator. This system reduces the risk of virus infection caused by contact during
an elevator ride, effectively enhancing pandemic prevention and protecting people’s health.

Keywords: COVID-19; contact-free perceptual button; epidemic prevention elevator; smart speech
recognition; building

1. Introduction

Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) [1] is a global pandemic of severe infectious
pneumonia caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) [2].

1.1. Research Background

The first known patient of the disease was identified in Wuhan, Hubei Province, the
People’s Republic of China in late 2019 [3], and the disease then rapidly spread to many
countries around the world in early 2020, gradually becoming a global pandemic [4]. As of
10 March 2022, more than 451 million confirmed cases have been reported worldwide, of
which more than 6.02 million have died [5], and the case fatality rate is about 1.34% [6]. It
is one of the large-scale epidemics in human history. Estimates of the case fatality rate of
the disease vary widely around the world, and the observed case fatality rate of the disease
is between 0.5% and 5.0% in most countries [7].

In late 2002, a severe acute respiratory syndrome broke out in Guangzhou, China [8–10].
In March 2003, the first confirmed case was reported in Taiwan [11,12]. Thereafter, nonso-
comial infections occurred at the Taipei City Hospital Heping Branch, and an emergency
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hospital lockdown was implemented, which severely strained Taiwan’s medical system.
After this event, the Taiwanese government strengthened its epidemic prevention medical
organizations by addressing the deficiencies of the original epidemic prevention system and
preparation efforts and dividing the health command structure into three levels (i.e., central,
regional, and local government levels) [12–14].

As an active epidemic prevention measure, the Taiwanese government promoted
the amendment of the Communicable Disease Control Act and passed it on 24 May 2018.
Through the newly established National Health Command Center (which is under the
central command system) and the Central Epidemic Control Center (which was established
under legal authorization), resources, equipment, and manpower can be integrated to
facilitate consistent decision-making with respect to epidemic prevention. The Bureau of
Communicable Disease Control was upgraded and renamed as the Taiwan Centers for
Disease Control, and highly professional technical, educational, and medical personnel
were recruited to build a robust inter-unit coordination mechanism. Taiwan also enhanced
its system and training for epidemic prevention specialists, stockpiled epidemic prevention
supplies (e.g., face masks, and protective suits), and proactively invested in the research and
development of epidemic prevention technologies for emerging communicable diseases.
In addition, the government amended the law to establish the Communicable Disease
Control Medical Network, which comprises isolation, responding, and supporting hospitals.
After experiencing the outbreak of the severe acute respiratory syndrome and the H1N1
pandemic, the Taiwanese people have also developed hygiene habits such as frequent hand
washing, mask wearing, and temperature taking.

1.2. Research Purposes

COVID-19 is spread by virus-containing droplets and diminutive particles exhaled
by infected individuals. These droplets and particles may be inhaled by other individuals;
come into contact with their eyes, mouths, or noses; or even contaminate surfaces [15].
Individuals who are less than 2 m away from an infected individual are most likely to
be infected. The space in an elevator is typically small; therefore, maintaining effective
and safe social distancing in an elevator is difficult. In addition to the wearing of masks,
avoiding unnecessary contact with objects is a crucial means of preventing infections. To
provide passengers with a safe building elevator operating mode and ride, we took the
following steps to develop a contact-free epidemic prevention elevator:

1. We collected relevant information about COVID-19 and discussed the major transmis-
sion modes of the virus and effective pandemic prevention strategies;

2. We explored the possible control mechanisms for developing a contact-free epidemic
prevention elevator, including the use of contact-free perceptual buttons, gesture
recognition and smart speech recognition for building elevator car calling, quick re-
sponse (QR) codes for app development, and web browsers for operating an elevator;

3. We purchased a scale-down elevator and used an Arduino control panel, smart
speech recognition technology, contact-free perceptual buttons, a gesture recognition
sensor, and a building elevator control program to build a prototype of the contact-
free epidemic prevention elevator. After we completed wiring, testing, software
development, and integration processes, we could control the elevator through speech
commands, contact-free perceptual buttons, gestures, and a mobile building elevator
control software.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 details the relevant
literature on COVID-19, Internet of Things, smart buildings, elevator and other related
studies; Section 3 outlines the research methodology; Section 4 presents the research design
such as software and hardware devices, and the introduction to the epidemic prevention
elevator; Section 5 describes the results of the study; Section 6 concludes the discussion;
and finally, Section 7 makes the conclusion of the manuscript.
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2. Literature Review
2.1. COVID-19
2.1.1. Background Information of COVID-19

The first confirmed case of COVID-19 was reported in Wuhan City, Hubei Province,
China [12], in late 2019. COVID-19 later spread throughout the world, becoming a pandemic
and one of the most fatal epidemics in human history. The common symptoms of COVID-19
are fever, cough, hyperventilation, and loss of taste and smell [16,17]. Its incubation period
from infection to symptom onset is generally between 1 and 14 days. It is most contagious
during the first three days following symptom onset, although it can still be spread prior
to symptom onset and by asymptomatic individuals [18]. A study even indicated that
approximately 40–45% of patients with COVID-19 infections were asymptomatic [19].

The COVID-19 virus is mainly transmitted through the droplets produced by patients’
coughs or sneezes. Although these droplets generally do not travel far in the air [20,21],
individuals who are standing close to an infected individual may still be infected by
inhaling these droplets or by touching their faces after contacting surfaces contaminated by
these droplets. Pathogens may also be transmitted through aerosols, and they can survive
for several days in an aerosol state [22].

Air transmission is an effective means of spreading a virus, and this typically occurs in
crowded and poorly ventilated indoor spaces, particularly restaurants, nightclubs, public
transportation, and funeral venues [23]. Phlegm and saliva carry numerous viruses [24].
Although COVID-19 is not a sexually transmitted infection, the virus can be spread by
kissing and close contact [14,25].

2.1.2. Scientific and Technological COVID-19 Prevention Measures

During the COVID-19 outbreak, the Taiwanese government took full advantage of
smart technologies for pandemic prevention. The Executive Yuan integrated the databases
of various governmental units and established a smart pandemic prevention system [12]
and a pandemic prevention big data team, facilitating pandemic investigation and epidemi-
ological analysis through the utilization of big data, artificial intelligence (AI), and data
analysis. The National Health Insurance card and cloud system has become the basis of the
COVID-19 prevention network, playing an essential role in face mask distribution, access
to medical records, quarantine implementation, and the provision of information about
entry into Taiwan [12]. The National Health Insurance Administration applied the existing
Health Insurance Medical Information Cloud-based Inquiry System to develop the Instant
Alert System, enabling front-line medical personnel to look up an individual’s international
travel history, identify high-risk occupations, and track down potential contacts through a
medical database.

With the assistance of the five major telecommunications companies in Taiwan, gov-
ernmental units can verify the locations of quarantined individuals through the positioning
function of the Pandemic Prevention Tracking System and the Electronic Fence System [12].
To keep track of the health conditions of quarantined individuals, the Central Epidemic
Command Center launched an integrated LINE Bot and two-way messaging health report
system [26]. After the remaining quantity of face masks at pharmacies was released as
open data, Audrey Tang, the Digital Minister of Taiwan, coordinated the government and
private sector’s joint efforts to develop a face mask inquiry platform (i.e., map of face mask
stock) for the convenience of the public [12]. According to the positioning information
provided by the telecommunications companies, the government sends public warnings to
certain individuals to advise them on the implementation of self-health monitoring.

The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention made the following statement:
“The best way to prevent illness is to avoid being exposed to this virus.” The precautions
people can take include frequent hand washing, maintenance of respiratory hygiene,
quarantine measures, social distancing, implementation of indoor ventilation, wearing of
masks in public places, and vaccination. These measures can effectively reduce the risk of
COVID-19 transmission [27].
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2.2. Internet of Things

The Internet of Things (IoT) consists of all types of items or devices that can be
connected to the Internet, which range from factory equipment and automobiles to mobile
devices, including smart phones and watches [28,29]. Today, the term IoT specifically
refers to interconnected equipment that combines sensors, software, and other technologies
and can transmit and receive data from other devices. Conventionally, IoT connectivity is
dependent on Wi-Fi. Nowadays, fifth generation and other network platforms are gradually
able to process large datasets quickly and reliably. Collected data are not only stored but
also used. The ultimate goal of collecting and transmitting data through IoT devices is to
analyze such data and accelerate strategy formulation, and AI technology excels in this
regard. With the help of advanced analysis and machine learning, an Artificial Intelligence
of Things network can be established.

IoT devices can become people’s eyes and ears, and equipped sensors can collect
visual, auditory, and perceptual data. These data can also be shared according to in-
structions [30,31]. The information obtained through analysis can facilitate subsequent
operations or automate decision-making. The entire process can be divided into four key
stages, namely data retrieval, data sharing, data processing, and data-based automated
decision-making [32].

2.3. Smart Buildings

A smart building is a building that “endows the building with life, allows the building
to actively perceive people’s needs and changes in the environment, and provides more
natural, healthy and humanized services”. The Building Automation System (BAS) is
installed in buildings and their bases [33]. With the building space and building elements,
the ergonomics, physical environment, operation type and management type are integrated.
The BAS automates the operation, maintenance and management of electrical, telecom-
munications, water supply and drainage, air conditioning, disaster prevention, anti-theft
and transportation equipment systems and space usage in buildings. This can improve the
function and quality of the building, so as to achieve the purpose of building safety, health,
energy saving, convenience and comfort [34]. Its basic elements include building automa-
tion system devices, building use space and building operation management systems.

Smart buildings include the integration of information and communication (ICT) tech-
nology into buildings to enhance the efficiency of building management and the quality
of living for users [35]. The goal is divided into two major aspects, that is, people and the
environment. In terms of “people”, it is the use of network technology to provide intelligent
services, which are beneficial in providing safe, healthy, convenient and comfortable life as-
sistance functions. In terms of “environment”, it is to make good use of sensing technology
and automation equipment to improve the efficiency of sustainable energy saving, safety
and disaster prevention, and facility management [36]. In Taiwan, smart building evalua-
tion indicators are divided into eight categories, including: integrated wiring, information
communication, system integration, facility management, safety and disaster prevention,
energy saving management, health and comfort, and smart innovation [37].

2.4. Elevator

The building elevator is a type of vertical lift powered by motors; it consists of a
box-shaped car and is used in multi-story buildings to carry people and goods [38]. The
car runs between two or more rows of vertical, rigid guide rails, and its size and structure
are designed to facilitate the entry and exit of passengers and the loading and unloading of
goods. Regardless of its driving method, the elevator is the customary term for a vertical
transportation vehicle in a building [39]. Building elevators can be classified by speed into
three categories, namely low-speed (<1 m/s), fast (1–2 m/s), and high-speed elevators
(>2 m/s) [40].
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Building Elevators as a Transmission Medium for COVID-19

The cluster infection that occurred in a building in Fongshan, Kaohsiung involved
two families who lived on the third and seventh floors and did not know each other or
have direct contact with each other. However, they were simultaneously infected with
COVID-19. A possible explanation for the cluster infection is that a member of one family
pressed an elevator button that was contaminated by the virus through transmission from
the nasal mucus to eye, nose, and mouth [41]. A recent study indicated that in an elevator
used by patients with COVID-19, the likelihood of the COVID-19 virus existing on the
buttons of the elevator is 43%. If elevator users press the elevator button contaminated
by the virus and eat with their hands, rub their eyes, or pick their nose shortly afterward,
the virus is likely to enter their bodies through the mucosa in their eyes, nose, and mouth,
resulting in non-droplet transmission from the nasal mucus to the eye, nose, and mouth.
The COVID-19 virus may exist in the nasal mucus, saliva, skin, urine, and feces of patients.
When patients sneeze and cover their nose and mouth with their hands, their nasal mucus
may contaminate their hands. If they touch objects such as elevator buttons and doorknobs
afterward, the virus in their nasal mucus may contaminate these objects. Recent research
on the contamination of the daily necessities of patients with COVID-19 revealed the
contamination rate of mobile phones (78%), telephones (40%), bathrooms (81%), doorknobs
(16%), keyboards (40%), computer mice (33%), and elevator buttons (43%). Therefore, in
areas where COVID-19 is prevalent, people are at risk of being infected by the virus when
they press elevator buttons and hold doorknobs [42].

2.5. Related Study

In “Design of the overall epidemic prevention system for the healthy operation of
elevators”, which was published by Wang and Li [43], a contact-free elevator with gesture
and mobile phone car calling features was developed. The gesture for activating car
calling is the waving of one’s palm, and the building elevator automatically recognizes a
passenger’s gesture, determines whether they want to go up or down, and sends the car to
the floor that the passenger is on (Figure 1). A mobile phone car call was made through
a dedicated app (Figure 2), which can preset the passenger’s destination floor. When the
passenger enters the lobby or the elevator car, signals can be sent manually or automatically
by mobile phone to call the car or set the destination floor. Floor selection in the car can
be performed through contact-free methods, such as face recognition, smart card calls,
QR code calls, voice calls, and infrared induction buttons (Figure 3). Face recognition is
conducted using a camera, and it enables the instant completion of floor selection. Smart
card calls are made by swiping a card in the car; the smart card controller is connected
to the corresponding floor button according to the authorized floor set in the smart card.
QR code calls are made by sending QR codes through mobile phones (Figure 4); after the
codes are scanned, car calling or destination floor settings are automatically completed.
Voice call floor selection is performed through simple communication with the passenger.
Infrared induction buttons are designed using infrared digital coding technology, and
a passenger can trigger the buttons with finger gestures to select their destination floor
without touching the buttons.
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3. Research Methodology

This study used the following steps to develop a contact-free epidemic prevention
elevator, the process of which is shown in Figure 5:

1. Purchased a miniature elevator with half the length and height. It only had an elevator
hall door and no elevator car to simulate the operation of the actual elevator.

2. Installed a control panel that simulated a seven-story building in the elevator car, and
installed contact-free perceptual buttons (including 1F–7F, opening and closing doors),
voice recognition device, elevator operation display and the connection of the wires
on the control panel.

3. Installed the control panel in the elevator hall, and installed the contact-free percep-
tual button (including up and down), gesture recognition sensor, elevator operation
display panel and its circuit connection on the control panel.

4. Constructed the prototype of contact-free epidemic prevention elevator, and con-
nected each contact-free perceptual button, relays, light display of each button, voice
recognition device and displays, etc. to the Arduino Mega 2560 control board.

5. Developed control software, and tested the actuation function of each component,
the response to being touched, the function of the voice recognition device and the
display content of the elevator operation display panel.

6. Connected the ESP8266 communication module with the Arduino Mega 2560 control
board, and developed the operation webpage of the two-way control interface between
the elevator and the mobile device. Posted the QR Code in the boarding hall and
elevator box for scanning to open the elevator control screen.

7. Verified the functionality of the system, including:

(a) Approaching each contact-free perceptual button with a finger to test the rele-
vant response of the system, including the setting of the destination floor, the
command to open/close the door, and the function of calling a car up/down.

(b) Issuing voice control commands to verify the functionality of the destination
floor setting.

(c) Scanning the QR Code with a mobile device, opening the elevator control
screen, and touching the icons on the screen to verify the function of syn-
chronously controlling the elevator.
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4. Research Design
4.1. Software and Hardware Devices

In the development of the application system of IoT, Arduino-related components are
a relatively easy-to-use environment for the personnel of the College of Architecture to
design the apps of smart buildings. Because the control of a seven-story elevator requires
a lot of connection points, the Arduino Mega 2560 is the control board with the most
connection points, so it was selected in this study. The relays are used to receive the signals
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from each button, and then turn on/off the button’s light after processing. The gesture
sensing device is used to call the up/down function of the elevator. Voice recognition
devices are used to parse human voice commands and perform related elevator control
tasks. The ESP8266 is connected to the Internet by Wi-fi, so that the operation of the elevator
can be controlled by the mobile device. Arduino Software IDE is the best tool for writing
Arduino-related component control software.

4.1.1. Hardware
Arduino Mega 2560 Control Panel

The Arduino Mega 2560 (Figure 6) is a microcontroller panel designed using Mega 2560.
It contains everything that is required to support a microcontroller, and it can be connected
to a computer through a Universal Serial Bus (i.e., USB) cable or be powered by an AC/DC
power source or batteries [44,45].
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Relay

A relay (Figure 7) is an electrical control device; it consists of a control system (also
referred to as an input circuit) and controlled system (also referred to as an output circuit),
and it is typically used in automatic control circuits. Specifically, a relay is a type of
automatic switch that is operated by using a smaller current to control a larger one, and it
handles automatic adjustment, safety protection, and circuit conversion in circuits [31,46].
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Gesture Recognition Sensor

A gesture recognition sensor (Figure 8) is an extremely small sensor that performs
ambient light and color measurements to detect contact-free gestures. Through gesture
recognition sensors and gestures, items such as computers, microcontrollers, and robots
can be easily controlled. The detection range of such sensors is generally between 10 and
20 cm [47].
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Infrared Contact-Free Perceptual Buttons

During the detection process, an infrared sensor (Figure 9) is not in direct contact
with the detected object; hence, contact-based transmission cannot occur. An infrared
sensor, comprising an optical system, detection elements, and a conversion circuit, also
has high sensitivity and a fast response time. The optical systems used in infrared sensors
can be categorized by structure into transmission-type and reflective-type sensors. The
detection elements can be divided into thermal detection elements and photoelectric de-
tection elements according to their operational principles. The most widely used thermal
detection element is the thermistor. When a thermistor is exposed to infrared radiation, its
temperature increases, and its resistance is then altered through a conversion circuit and
output as an electrical signal. The characteristics of infrared contact-free perceptual buttons
are as follows: (1) They have an embedded installation design with a slim and visually
appealing appearance and an LED frame; (2) the infrared sensor enables a passenger to
open an elevator door in a building without touching any buttons; (3) the infrared detection
distance can be adjusted within the range of 0.5 and 20 cm depending on requirements;
(4) elevator buttons can also be operated by touch; hence, they can be used to open the
elevator door in the event of a power outage [48].
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Arduino Wi-Fi Esp8266

The ESP8266 (Figure 10) is an ultra-low power consumption UART-Wi-Fi transmission
module. It utilizes an extremely small package size and ultra-low energy consumption
technology and is specially designed for mobile devices and IoT applications. Furthermore,
it can connect a user’s devices to a Wi-Fi network to enable Internet or local-area-network
communication and realize networking functions. The ESP8266 can be packaged in various
formats, and its antenna can support three types of interfaces, namely printed circuit board
(i.e., PCB) onboard antennas, IPEX interfaces, and stamp hole interfaces. It is widely applied
in various networks, including smart grids, smart transportation networks, smart furniture
networks, handheld devices, and industrial control networks [49].
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4.1.2. Software
Arduino IDE

Arduino Software IDE uses a programing language that is similar to C/C++ and
provides a Wiring library with common input/output functions [50]. After the completion
of the compilation and connection processes through a GNU toolchain, Arduino Software
IDE provides an executable file for conversion that can be written into the firmware of the
Arduino hardware. Each sketch in Arduino IDE has two major components as follows.
(1) Void setup (): This is the first function used when Arduino starts running. The function
is executed only once during the entire operation of the program. The setup function
contains the initialization of the pins in the project that are intended for input and output.
(2) Void loop (): This comprises the continual execution of parts of codes. The Arduino
language comprises core electronic design libraries (including Digital I/O and Analog I/O)
that are based on Wiring.

4.2. Introduction to Epidemic Prevention Elevator
4.2.1. Elevator System Architecture in Buildings

The architecture of the contact-free epidemic prevention elevator that we developed is
illustrated in Figure 11. In Figure 11, the upper section shows the input devices (comprising
various contact-free perceptual buttons, a QR code, speech recognizer, and smartphone
app). The middle section of the figure shows the Arduino Mega 2560 control panel and
Arduino Wi-Fi ESP8266 transmission module. Specifically, the middle-left section shows
the display module, which consists of the display panels in the elevator car and elevator
hall and a mobile elevator control system app that can be synchronized with the system;
the middle-right section shows the editing environment. The lower section of the figure
shows the control mechanism, which contains relays, speakers, and the opening and closing
mechanism of the elevator door.
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4.2.2. Prototype of the Elevator System

Figure 12 shows the prototype of the epidemic prevention elevator system, which
comprises the Arduino Mega 2560 control panel (middle section), Arduino Wi-Fi ESP8266
(right section), and prototype relays (left, top and down sections). Figure 13 shows the
purchased scale-down elevator prior to the installation of control elements. Figure 14 shows
the rectangular box that we secured to the top of the elevator and placed the prototype in.
We installed multiple perceptual buttons, a voice recognizer, display panels, and QR codes
in the elevator car and hall in buildings.

Figure 12. Prototype of contact-free epidemic prevention elevator system.
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4.2.3. Console

We installed a console in the elevator car; drilled holes in the console panel to install
perceptual buttons, a floor display panel, and a speech recognizer; and attached a QR code
sticker on the console panel. Figure 15 shows the console in the elevator car and the console
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4.2.4. Display Panel

The display panels show the current floor that the elevator car is on and the direction
of the elevator’s movement (up/down). Figure A1 shows the images of the display panel
that indicates the floor the elevator is on (i.e., second floor, going up from the second floor,
and going down from the second floor). Figure A2 presents the images of the display panel
on the wall of the elevator hall in buildings that display car information.

4.2.5. Speech Recognition

Automatic speech recognition is a function that enables programs to process human
speech in written form. The operational principle of automatic speech recognition is to
extract features after the input of speech, place the extracted feature values into a model
library for continual training and matching, and finally decode and obtain results. AI and
machine learning are the more advanced solutions. They integrate the composition of
grammar, syntax, language structure, speech, and voice signals to interpret and process
human speech. The so-called model training is performed to obtain the model parameters
with the most features from the known speech forms in accordance with specific principles.
By contrast, form matching is performed to identify the most satisfactory match between an
unknown speech form and a model in the library in accordance with specific principles [51].

We used a speech recognizer to identify the passenger’s destination floor. Figure 16
shows the instruction label of the speech recognizer. A passenger provides instructions
by saying a leading phrase and his destination floor. The leading phrase is “I am going
to”, and the destination floor is “the first–seventh floor.” The other special functions were
“open the door” and “close the door.”
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4.2.6. Development of Wi-Fi Control Interface

The elevator prototype has a built-in web server that enables web page operation
for elevator control. The WebSocket communications protocol enables real-time data
transmission with a passenger. In addition, the building elevator is equipped with a
dedicated Wi-Fi access point, which enables a passenger’s mobile device (e.g., smart phone
or tablet) to access an elevator operation web page without an Internet connection. The
operational steps are as follows:

1. Connect the mobile phone Wi-Fi to the name of the Wi-Fi access point (service set identifier);
2. Scan the QR code sticker on the console in the elevator car or the elevator hall in the

building (Figure 17) and open the web browser to access the entry page of the elevator
control web page;

3. Click to enter the web page to receive real-time elevator information, that is, the floor
on which the elevator car is stopping and the direction of the elevator’s movement;

4. Tap the icons on the touch screen to control the elevator synchronously.
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Figure 17. QR code that opens a web browser.

5. Results

The contact-free epidemic prevention elevator is installed with a wooden frame, panels
inside and outside of the elevator car, contact-free perceptual buttons, a speech recognizer,
and display panels. QR code stickers and a speech recognizer instruction label are put up.
The circuit connection, prototype system, buttons, and button circuits were tested. After the
elevator control system was programmed, tested, and revised, and the synchronization and
interaction tests for mobile devices were conducted, the contact-free epidemic prevention
elevator system was finally completed. After the program was uploaded to Arduino
Mega 2560, the system became operationally functional.

5.1. Operation of Contact-Free Perceptual Buttons

To test the contact-free perceptual buttons, we pointed a finger at a given button. From
a distance of between 10 and 15 mm, the button could detect an approaching finger and
activate. At this moment, the relay in the prototype system plays an activation tone, and
the button lights up (Figure 18). Figure A3 demonstrates the operation of the contact-free
perceptual buttons).
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Figure 18. Activation and deactivation of contact-free perceptual buttons. (a) Finger not approaching
the sensory button; (b) ginger close to sensory button.

5.2. Operation of Destination Floor Setting through Speech Recognition

After entering, the passenger can control the building elevator with speech by follow-
ing the instructions presented in Figure 16. When the passenger says, “I am going to the
sixth floor”, the sixth-floor contact-free perceptual button on the console in the car lights
up (Figure A3e). Based on the current location of the car and other elevator operational
settings, the elevator then schedules the transportation of the passenger to the sixth floor. In
addition to setting the destination floor, the passenger can verbally command the elevator
door to open or close.
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5.3. Display of Car Information

The consoles in the car and on the wall of the elevator hall in buildings are equipped
with liquid-crystal display monitors that display car information. Figure A4 shows the
panel in the car indicating the floors that the car has stopped on (the 1st row) and the
direction of the car’s movement (i.e., going up (2nd row) or down (3rd row) from the
current floor). Figure A5 shows the panel on the wall of the elevator hall in buildings
indicating the floors that the car has stopped at and the direction of the car’s movement
(i.e., going up or down from the current floor).

5.4. Elevator Control App Operated through QR Codes and Mobile Devices

When a passenger scans the QR codes (Figure 17) on the consoles in the car and on the
wall of the elevator hall in buildings with their mobile phone, the passenger can connect to
a web browser (http://192.168.4.1 (accessed on 17 March 2022)) and operate the elevator
control software that we developed. When the elevator control system app is opened, a
welcome screen (Figure A6a) first appears. When the passenger selects the destination floor
with a mobile phone, the corresponding button on the console in the car lights up. This
creates an ideal situation in which the passenger can remotely control the elevator through
a mobile phone without touching any elevator buttons. Figure A6b–h demonstrates use
of a mobile phone to synchronously activate the first to seventh floor buttons. Figure 19
shows the actual scene of the floors to be reached by using the mobile app to control it.
The picture on the Figure 19a is the screen of the mobile phone button that has not been
touched. The picture on the Figure 19b shows touching the buttons 2F, 4F, 6F and 7F of the
mobile phone to simultaneously activate the buttons 2F, 4F, 6F and 7F of the elevator cabin
control panel.
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Figure 19. Control the floor to be reached with the mobile browser. (a) The floor button of the mobile
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5.5. System Validation

When the elevator stops at 1F, the buttons of 3F, 5F–7F are activated to verify the
function of the elevator. Figure A7 shows the process of the elevator ascending, stop-
ping at 3F, 5F–7F, and turning off the original button lights in sequence. As shown in

http://192.168.4.1
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Figure A7, it can prove that the contact-free operation of epidemic prevention elevator is
functioning normally.

6. Discussion

The innovations of the contact-free epidemic prevention elevator that we developed
are as follows: (1) Application of speech recognition and use of verbal instructions to
command the elevator in buildings to stop at a destination floor and to open or close the
elevator door; (2) use of infrared contact-free perceptual buttons that can detect and convey
a passenger’s instructions, allowing for the elevator to move to and stop at the passenger’s
destination floor and open or close its doors; (3) operation of car calling through the use
of a gesture recognition sensor to determine the direction of the car (i.e., up or down);
(4) development of an elevator control app that allows a passenger to scan QR codes to
open a web page browser, operate a control software, and synchronously operate the
elevator through the icon on a mobile phone touch screen.

Compared with the study conducted by Wang and Li, the advantages of the present
study are as follows. Although we developed a contact-less gesture-activated elevator
that is similar to that developed by Wang and Li, they used a recognizer with an external
screen that was large in size and easily damaged. By contrast, the gesture detection devices
that we used were small buttons embedded in the consoles. Furthermore, the mobile
phone call function of the elevator system required the installation of a specific app, and a
passenger’s destination floor must be preset. The app that we developed can be activated
after a passenger completes scanning; hence, we did not have to spend time setting each
passenger’s destination floor in advance. Speech recognition and infrared perceptional
buttons were used in Wang and Li’s study and our study. In their study, mobile phone
calls, face recognition, smart card calls, and QR code calls were also used. Nevertheless, in
their study, the error rate of face recognition became considerably high when passengers
wore face masks in the elevator. Smart cards are a preferable tool but the situation will
be inconvenient for passengers who forget their smart cards. The use of QR code calls
can also be inconvenient because such codes must be issued by the residence or building
management center. The mobile phone in Figure 2 has 15 floors, while the elevator control
panel has only 12 floors. The mobile app is different from the elevator box scene, and it is
obviously just a schematic diagram. The approach of the finger in Figure 3, and the touch
of the up button (which turns red), look more like a composite image than a real button
at all. The QR Code in Figure 4 is quite different from what we obtained using the QR
Code generator. On the whole, Wang’s research is more like a descriptive method and a
composite drawing method for illustration. All the mechanisms in this study are based on
a real physical elevator, control panels, buttons, voice recognition, and the development
of a mobile app to illustrate the concept and implementation of an epidemic prevention
elevator for buildings.

7. Conclusions

Under specific circumstances, the COVID-19 virus can survive on a surface. The space
in an elevator car is small, and the virus is likely to survive on the surface of elevator
buttons (after they are touched by a passenger with the virus) and spread to subsequent
passengers in buildings. To provide a safe elevator operation model, we developed a
contact-free epidemic prevention elevator, as follows: (1) We gathered relevant information
about COVID-19 and discussed the major transmission modes of the virus and effective
pandemic prevention strategies; (2) we explored the control mechanisms of the contact-
free epidemic prevention elevator, including the use of contact-free perceptual buttons,
gesture recognition and smart speech recognition for elevator car calling, speech recognition
destination floor setting, and elevator control software; (3) we purchased a scale-down
elevator and used an Arduino control panel, smart speech recognition technology, contact-
free perceptual buttons, a gesture recognition sensor, and an elevator control program to
build the prototype of the contact-free epidemic prevention elevator. After we completed
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the wiring, testing, software development, and integration processes, the elevator could
be controlled through speech recognition, contact-free perceptual buttons, gestures, and
a mobile elevator control software. The building elevator that we developed has the
following characteristics and contributions:

1. The elevator buttons are perceptual buttons that can be activated through finger
gesture detection from a distance of 1.5 cm;

2. Speech recognition was applied. After a passenger says, “I am going to” and the
destination floor, the system then automatically sets the destination floor as requested;

3. To call the elevator car in a building, the passenger can wave his palm upward or
downward to trigger the sensor and command the car to go up or down;

4. Through QR code scanning, a web page browser can be accessed and a mobile
elevator control software can be activated. By tapping the icons on their mobile phone,
a passenger can synchronously set their destination floor, call the elevator car, and
open or close the elevator door;

5. With the integration of the aforementioned technologies and the elevator control
system, a passenger can perform the functions of the elevator through contact-free
operation, which reduces the risk of virus transmission through contact with contami-
nated surfaces.

Because of its continual evolution, the COVID-19 virus has spread quickly. There-
fore, avoiding unnecessary contact in public facilities is an essential pandemic prevention
measure. Taiwan has more than 30 thousand building elevators in total. According to the
three principles of COVID-19 prevention (i.e., direct elimination, filtering and blocking, and
contact avoidance), the use of the contact-free epidemic prevention elevator can effectively
reduce the risk of infection through contact with contaminated surfaces.

Although this research has successfully developed a contact-free epidemic prevention
elevator with IoT components, it still has the following limitations: (1) Use of a miniature
elevator to simulate the operation of the physical elevator function; (2) because the Arduino
Mega 2560 control board has limited connections, we cannot simulate the operation of the
elevator for high-rise buildings; (3) the elevator in this study is only equipped with the
door of the elevator hall, and the elevator car and its door are not installed; (4) because
this study is a simplified version of the elevator, the control panels of the elevator car and
elevator hall can only be installed on the vertical C-shaped steel of the elevator.

Face recognition and RFID recognition can be added to the future research direction of
this study. After the facial feature value is captured, it is compared with the registered face
feature value. The system also verifies the correctness of the RFID. After the verification, the
set floor of the passenger can be retrieved from the database. The system can automatically
set the floor to which the passenger wants to go through these verifications, saving the
work of calling the elevator car and setting the destination floor.
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Figure A6. Synchronized images of elevator control software app. (a) Welcome screen of elevator
control software app; (b) synchronized image of activation of 1F button; (c) synchronized image of
activation of 2F button; (d) synchronized image of activation of 3F button; (e) synchronized image of
activation of 4F button; (f) synchronized image of activation of 5F button; (g) synchronized image of
activation of 6F button; (h) synchronized image of activation of 7F button.
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Figure A7. The system verification process of the contact-free epidemic prevention elevator. (a) The 
elevator stops at 1F (the elevator door is open), and the buttons 3F and 5F–7F are activated (the Figure A7. The system verification process of the contact-free epidemic prevention elevator. (a) The

elevator stops at 1F (the elevator door is open), and the buttons 3F and 5F–7F are activated (the
button lights are on); (b) the elevator door is closed; (c) the elevator starts to ascend; (d) the elevator
continues to ascend through 2F; (e) the elevator stops at 3F, the elevator door opens, and the button
light of 3F goes out; (f) the elevator door is closed; (g) the elevator starts to ascend; (h) the elevator
passes through 4F and continues to ascend; (i) the elevator stops at 5F, the elevator door opens, and
the button light of 5F goes out; (j) the elevator door closes; (k) the elevator starts to ascend; (l) the
elevator stops at 6F, the elevator door opens, and the button light of 6F goes out; (m) the elevator
door is closed; (n) the elevator starts to ascend; (o) the elevator stops at 7F, the elevator door opens,
and the button light of 7F goes out.
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